
Chapter 4

Electromagnetic Isolation

e are privileged to be living on Earth in a time period
which is referred to as the era of,,knowledge exploiion.,,

_ Slen Dr. Albert Einstein postulated his Unified Field andr.rlriliry theories, there was a much lesser sto.. of tno*t"ag"
lrdable to him than there is at this later time period in the eia

Prior to the era of the Dark Ages, the scope of o-u, tno*i.Jg.
Ecreas_ed very slowly; in fact, ir took approximately I ,Ofu
lcars for the accumulated knowledge to-double au"n ona..
During the Dark Ages progress was more or less at a standstill.r! 

?po".t Lhe l5rh century our accumulared knowledge startJ
donbling in 500 years, then 100 years, then 50, 10, un-ro oouitn ever faster rate. Recent surveys show rhat our knowledge
rs now doubling at an lg monrl tempo unO 

"ontlnuinfiorccase rapidly. This means that we are now enjoying a st-ore-
Louse of knornledge so vas[, so broad, thar if we jo iot 

"ootuc to our basic understanding of Life itself, we are, attegorically
+carrng, mlssing (he boat; even as did the foolish virgins intc parable depicting an event such as this. f.or ttis rea'sonlis r-rse to examine all man-conceived theories, and evaluate
$crr in 1g1a116. ,o our changing times and ro tfrese inaispuiaUie
-t: Life on Earth is one with Life in the Universe, ind the
Sangjng cycles of greater Celestial syrt"-, tau"'a di...i
rlhrertce on the affairs of Earth.
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22 TOMORROW'S ENERGY NEED NOT BE FUEL

of our knowledge explosion' From the turn of this century

"", issi, or. B]nstein strived to understand and explain how

iha uurt Uniuatra operated as a unit' His contribution to our

ii.."ut. of knowleJge is recognized w<!rldwide: neverthe.less'

he is quoted as saying that he was never fully satistied wltn nls

if"Jlir^ 
^"0 

portut","r. Although his theorv of Relativitv

r.fu,.i ,tt" ene.gy that is in motion in Space with the energy

li"ift.*g."fJ in material substance' and his Unified Field

ir,.otv *tiUined electromagnetic forces of space with those

li:g.l"i[ti"", he felt that something was still missing' He

i"a"" i..o emotionat conviction of the presence of a Superior

n."*ti"g Power which permeated all space' but he could not

,"iu",t iJ*irA"t directly to man and Earth' as he had related

energy to all material substance'

oi. ginrt"in i, said to have spent many enjoyable and thrilling

tro".t l" ift. ttt.p of a friend whose livelihood was to repair

,"Oi"r.- H" *""fOmarvel at how a man could examine an ailing

iuJio unO, as though by magic, pick the exact components

needing repair from that maze of wires' condensers' reslstors'

iiunrfo'rrn.tt and what have you' Had he taken the time to

,iuJv .r".rroni" circuitry and its purpose until it was.clear to

ti., f,. *oufa have been astonished to note that in this little

g"ag"i 
"-it,.a 

many of the keys he sought to unlock certain

iivi.ri.t of the electromagnetic Universe; that in. this little
'.Jo 

..t exists both togetherness and isolation' which from

ii. a.rign.r'. point of observation makes a working composite'

;;l;;;;" looking at the effect onlv' this composite-this

radio set-is a mass of mystery''-i.t 
u, untuu"t u parl of this mystery' Every radio has a.tuner'

which is an electromagnetic gate that opens into 
-electro-

,nunn.ti. sDace, allowing the selected signal (which signal

."rii., :'oi'gev-Uack" ali desired sounds or information as

.r""tl ,i i-"rt through, first to a process of amplification

una iften to detection (or extraction of the desired information

ir"rn ,ftit selected signal), and then to final amplification and

out-put ot the desired infoimation through the speaker' which

iv'itu*,r.", reacts as did the vocal cord that created the
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aiginal "piggy-back" signal. Each of these basic stages, and
saseral more within them, are isolated one from the other by
en indirect coupling, such as a transformer, a capacitor or a
mned circuit. If any two of these stages were coupled directly
rceether, they would dissipate one into the other, and neither
rould function to serve their designed purpose. Each stage is,
of necessity, isolated one from the other so that they know
ch other only in a designed manner and for a specific purpose.
lf it were possible to converse with these isolated stages, each
rould have its own story and opinion of what constitutes
reality to it. You could not convince the strong output stage
that it depended upon any of the other real stages preceding it
in order to have both voice and message. It would be equally
es hard to tell the tuner that what it heard and felt was not of
e quality that could be heard by the listener for whom the
rrdio was designed. Isolation, when designed into any
dccrronic stage, is just that-isolation.

Vankind also has certain limited sensors (stages) each
c{Tectively isolated from the total physical or electromagnetic
Universe of which he is a part. For example, our sensor of
rision, the eye, registers only about I q0 of the known electro_
Eagnetic spectrum, and none of the controlling forces beyond
ii. Although man's physical senses speak the loudest and with
geat authority, they cannot sense beyond the barrier that
solates them and makes each a limited sensor, confined to its
ponion of the physical realm.

Each and eveiy unit within the vast Universe, from microcosm
Io macrocosm (including living physical forms) is tuned into
Dother activity outside of its own form by an active energy
Seld that permeates and encompasses it. This field is moie
end more being observed and photographed optically and
dectronically. The energy fields closest to man, animals,
lrlants or other objects, have been observed throughout time
!1'those having clairvoyance, which is a vision that seems to
he of the eye, but is actually a vision that impinges the con_
;ciousness. These energy fields, usually called auras, are more
snplex and more active in living form than in inanimate objects.
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In man the aura is a display of constantly changing activity,

responding to the emotions and stages of well-being with a

variety of colors and intensities; even responding to changes

of Celestial nature far removed from him' The aura, or energy

field, is an integral part of man's being and is much more

complex than is the tuner of a radio. The tuner is a selective'

open gate that detects and absorbs the electromagnetic activity

*ii.n finr space; therefore, nothing in the electromagnetic

field could be used by the radio without a properly oriented'

or tuned, tuner. Likewise, nothing in the field of Life could b€

felt and used by us if we were not equipped with a tuned Life

Field capable of tapping the forces common to our living body

and the Life Forces of the Cosmos.
Besides being individually isolated into a self-reliant system

(our physical UoAy), we are further isolated by being on, or

wittrin t-he negative electronic field of planet Earth and, thus

within the Solar System which has a field within other, ever

larger systems. The negative polarity Earth could not 
,b-e 

as it is

wii-hin a moving sea oi Liuing Space, if it were not effectively

iroiated to ope.ite by indirect iouplings. Our fantastic recording

organ Orainl is sub.lect to this strong isolation also' lt is of
Eith, and when its usefulness is past, reverts to Earth' There

i, no'wuy that the brain, of itself, could discover a 
-realm

beyond iis domain of operation, any more than could the

isiated stage within an electromagnetic device such as a^radio

or TV knoi the whole circuit' The non-electromagnetic forces

do not have this isolation or restriction' ln nuclear physics'

the neutrino, because it is not an electro type energy' can

iheoretically pass through millions of miles of solid lead without

encounterint resistance, The neutron can also penetrate

solids, altho-ugh not as freely, since it is more of a tool than a

iotatty tree afent. It stands to reason then, that the illusive'

non-ia.trorn-ugnetic I of us, like the neutrino, is not limited

or restricted by electromagnetic resistance' We can program

our brain to i.".pt this and to apply its recorded data of
Earth's findings to be an extension of our consciousness into

the physical t"il-, in such a way that the Spirit, I, can know

electromagnetic exPeriences.
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It is a long distance, technically speaking, from the radio to
rhc present-day wonders of applied electronics. There is even
mcern lest our personal lives become minute, electric charges
h a memory bank, lest we become only an ipvisible pawn t6 a
nan-made system. Those involved in advanced research in
mny fields, all seem to have a common feeling that we starid
orhe brink of even greater breakthroughs. What appears to
bc holding the breakthroughs in abeyance is much ttriiame in
en branches of research, and generally boils down to questions
nch as: "Why is Nature as it is?,' ,,How does Nature do:tat we can't?" "What is missing in our approach that is not
'i<sing in Nature,s?',

_Our 
young sciences have gone far in a relatively short time,

Seit not always to our advantage. What is needed is to find
rlc nature of the tools used by Mother Nature, which we haveu yet discovered. If we believe that we think with our brain,
G vill be prone to seek these answers within minute particlei
of, matter, and thus strive to alter material to create and
Eirsure micro-second duration motion or energy. If, on the
ctcr hand, we know that we think with unresiiicted Mind,
- sill look upon this force as though it were related to thi
gtysical form in the same manner as is the wind related to theidmil. A windmill only uses the forces of the wind which it
bcoooes caged into; it does not alter or change the forces, it

-dy 
slows some of them temporarily.

An unlimited mental picture cannot be conceived until wed an opposite, for contrast to the generally accepted theoryrla the only force in motion in free space is that one termed
-rpccd of light," which has a velocity of lg6,000 miles per
ond, This single reference, which has an unknown source,i confusing because there is absolutely nothing in the physicai
ah which does not have an opposite for contrast, by whichqcition its reality is established, Since our purpose for
rriting this book is to point to a clean energy source, which is
rvdable by passive tapping, in contrast to forceful pumping,

- mr* recognize the existence of an opposite force, compatibie
nd in conjunction with this known constant, ,tpeed of light.,,
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As Nature appears to do everything quite simply, there are,

no doubt, misiing factors for us to discover. The science of
nuclear physics is getting ever more complicated with their

deep probing. There is an urgent needto find the simple way

forward. A review of past efforts may uncover a wrong turn
'which would call for a basic correction of our course as it
relates to energy. A seemingly insignificant error in the early

stage of scientific research could snowball to such a degree

that the great achievements accomplished by science may

overshadow even greater possibilities of scientific wonders,

which are overlooked because of an established trend or theory'

Did our early science thus accidently stray?

In the early days of electricity, less than 250 years ago' men

were rubbing together different materials and observing the

results, They determined, by their observations, that there

were two distinct types of electricity, and named them vilreous
and resinous. Thi vitreous had an affinity with pith balls,

which are derived from the positive core of vascular plants

and trees. The resinous had affinity for the negative, outer

mass of these plants and trees, such as cellulous and rubber'
These two 

"onit"ttt 
became known as positive electricity and

negative electricity. This belief held until it was found by

exieriments with a Leydin Jar (a condenser or capacitor) that
flux of the positive electricity could be divided into a pressure

(voltage) by a lack and,/or excess of "juice" called valence

.t.cttJni, which is contained in and associated with good

conductors of the positive electricity. Thus the resinous, or
negative electricity, was dropped from the science of electricity

anl electronics, and the manipulation of the vitrous, positive

electricity by forcefully separating this miracle-producing
electrical juice within good conductors of electricity into a
state of lick and excess, became known as the generation

(pumping) of electricity, and the particles, or juice in transit,

be.u-e ino*n as electrons. was it then the Leydin Jar that
became the mother of the continuing mystery concerning

electrical energy?
When we direct our efforts to know what lies beyond the

atom as energy, using Nature's way' we are only extending a

quickly growing trend in science. The l95l edition of Encyclo'
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redia Britannica has only a short reference to the research
and study of animal life which is capable of producing an
dectrical shock. The electric eel and electric catfish had only a
fcw short paragraphs concerning them, and their involved
organs were only vaguely discussed. Th6 1975 edition, which
ras compiled with a reported expenditure of 30 mitlion dollars,
includes a summary ofextended research in biological electricity.
Not only are the electric eel and the electric catfish described
iD detail, but also many other species of marine life and the
tso basic types of electric-producing organs; one muscular
and the other composed of fatty, gelatinous substance, The
October 1974 Scientdic American has a well done article,
complete with pictures which shed light on the structure of
cilia. Cilia are hairlike appendages that protrude from single
cdl organisms and are in function as oars that propel a boat.
The pictures are the result of electron microscope probing,
rhich show these fine appendages in detail. While the structure
b beautiful, what it means remains a mystery.

As we systematically build a case for space, which is in fluid
form beyond the atom, and which is dual, not unlike the dual
physical structure of material and phenomena on this side of
rhe atom, we will also see how marine life moves without
reming effort through the media of water, and quite con-
ctivably how a strange, electrified craft can move in our skies,
end no doubt in many other skies without the necessity of
lopping to bargain for fuel to activate their craft, which at
times nullify or interfere with some of our electrically operated
ciroritry such as auto ignition systems, radios, electric motors
ad power storage batteries.

Our physical senses know and detect the electromagnetic
rtaLn in a limited manner. Thus they cannot reveal to us
n;series that relate to forces that are not electrically charged.
Thc non-electromagnetic realm, which is akin to Mind, knows
m electro{ype restriction. The way is clear for the mind of us
to know the necessary answers for developing an ultimate
ctrcrgy source, if we first conceive in Mind that the possibility
aisrs. Empirical limitations are strictly electromagnetic, but
ttc electromagnetic forces are manipulatable by Mind at any
L:rEl or isolated stage where the two are present.
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